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Abstract

A Lagrangian sensor system has been established to non-invasively measure both the vertical

position and dynamic force acting on itself. It consists of a 3-axis acceleration sensor, a 3-axis

magnetometer, a microcontroller, a wireless module, batteries, and external electromagnetic coils.

In this study, we applied the system to a free-moving coarse object in a gas-solid fluidized bed. The

floating and sinking motions of the object in the fluidized bed are essentially caused by differences

between its density and the apparent density of the fluidized media. However, the object sometimes

shows strange behavior under the influence of variance in the fluidization state. We measured

the temporal change of the upward force acting on the object as well as the vertical position,

which is invisible from the outside. The experimental results indicate that the force acting on

the object differs significantly between the floating and sinking states and is greatly complicated

by interference with rising bubbles in the fluidized bed. The probability density of the vertical

position of the object shows that its motion is explained not only by hydrostatic effects, but also

by inhomogeneity of the fluidization state in the bed.

PACS numbers: 47.61.Jd

∗Electronic address: harada@eng.hokudai.ac.jp
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multiphase flow with solid particles, i.e., liquid–solid flow or gas–solid flow, is known to

be an unpredictable system although it has many applications in various engineering fields.

In these flows, particles change their motion under the influence of the surrounding flow,

while the fluid flow changes the velocity and pressure field according to the particle motion.

These complicated interactions are essentially momentum exchange at the boundary between

phases and it constitutes a barrier to understanding multiphase flow systems.

The particle–fluid interaction in multiphase flow has been investigated theoretically, ex-

perimentally, and numerically [1]. Generally, it has been considered as a fluid force acting on

solid particles. For example, numerous studies on the drag and lift forces acting on particles

have been performed [2]. However, most of these studies have been conducted under the

assumption of a fixed particle in a steady flow or a moving particle in a static fluid with

constant velocity. In realistic cases, the particle changes its motion at every moment in

the unsteady flow field. It is known that unsteady particle and fluid motions bring about

additional fluid forces such as added mass and history forces, which are functions of relative

acceleration, and they are significant particularly in liquid–solid flows [1, 2]. Moreover, the

particle-particle interaction (collision or hydrodynamic interaction) complicates the whole

flow field. Therefore most studies assuming steady flow or fixed particles are inadequate for

understanding practical multiphase flows.

When we want to know the force acting on a freely moving solid object, one possible

approach is to measure the trajectory (position) of the object and then calculate instanta-

neous force (acceleration) from the second derivatives of temporal position data. However,

the problem with this approach is that, in general, a large dispersed error occurs in the

process of differentiation of discrete data. On the other hand, the calculation of the position

from discrete acceleration data of a fleely moving object produces a large cumulative error

via an integration process. Therefore, if we want to know the force acting on the object, the

instantaneous acceleration should be measured directly.

Recently, Lagrangian measurement systems have been developed in many fields using

MEMS sensor, which can measure physical quantities from the Lagrangian point of view

(following its motion) [3–6]. In the previous study, we developed a Lagrangian sensor system

for force (acceleration) measurement and successfully measured the fluid force acting on a
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particle in liquid [7]. However, for a better understanding of multi-particle dynamics in

a fluid flow, simultaneous measurement of the force acting on the target particle and its

position (which is invisible from outside in most cases) is required.

The purpose of this study is to develop a new Lagrangian sensor system to measure both

the force acting on the target object and its position non-invasively for understanding multi-

phase flow dynamics. Towards this end, we improved the existing sensor system developed in

the previous study [7] and established a new measurement system that detects the position

and the force simultaneously. We applied the new system to the floating–sinking motion of

an object in a gas–solid fluidized bed, which is a kind of multiphase flow with solid particles.

It is known that the gas–solid fluidized bed sometimes shows a fluid-like behavior with an

apparent density. If a solid object is fed into the fluidized bed, it floats or sinks according to

its density. However, the object in the fluidized bed occasionally shows unexpected floating–

sinking motion and it has been reported as an interesting topic in physics [8, 9]. From the

point of view of engineeing, a float–sink density separator using the fluid-like characteristics

of a gas–solid fluidized bed has been developed as a dry separation technique [10]. This

technique has attracted attention as a breakthrough separation method without use of wa-

ter. Understanding the floating mechanism of a solid object in a fluidized bed is important

for controlling the separation technique. For those reasons, we examined the vertical motion

of the object in the fluidized bed, which cannot be observed from outside, by simultaneous

measurement of the position and force acting on it under various conditions.

II. LAGRANGIAN SENSOR SYSTEM

As mentioned above, the motion of solid objects in fluid flow varies in complicated ways

under the influence of the surrounding flow. In addition, the object motion is invisible in

most cases of practical flow system. Therefore, direct measurements of quantities related

to the object dynamics (position, velocity, etc.) are quite difficult in multiphase flows. The

measurement of the motion of invisible objects from outside have been conducted, for exam-

ple, utilizing non-invasive imaging techniques (X-ray imaging, Magnetic Resonance Imaging

(MRI), Electrical Capacitance Tomography (ECT), Positron Emission Particle Tracking

(PEPT), etc.). Some techniques have been applied to multiphase flows and granular flows

[11, 12]. In general, most of these methods are based on the technique of acquiring static
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images, and consequently they require a high-speed scanning system to detect the dynamic

motions of objects. Furthermore, in order to detect the velocity and acceleration of the mov-

ing object from static images, a process for differentiating instantaneous position is required.

As a result, the temporal resolution and precision of the measured data are drastically re-

duced.

In the previous study, we developed a non-invasive measurement system for detecting

the dynamic force acting on a spherical object moving freely in a fluid flow [7, 13]. This

system consists of MEMS sensors, a data processing IC and a wireless module for data

transmission. Such sensors that can measure physical quantities following its motion are

called Lagrangian sensors. Recently, some types of Lagrangian sensor have been proposed

with the development of MEMS technology. For instance, Wadke et al. have established

a Lagrangian sensor for acceleration and temperature measurements [3, 4]. Shew et al.

have performed Lagrangian temperature measurement in liquid thermal convection [5, 6].

Reinecke et al. have measured physical quantities in a stirred tank [14–16]. Moreover,

Lagrangian sensors have been applied to the measurement of multiphase and granular flows

[17–20]. In particular, the acceleration measurements of an object penetrated into granular

media have been conducted in the field of geophysics [21–23].

However, in most cases of practical study such as modeling of fluid force in multiphase

flow, both the position and force (acceleration) must be detected simultaneously to avoid

the differential and integral errors in the data. Thus, we have developed a system for

spontaneously measuring an object’s position and acceleration by improving the previously

proposed Lagrangian sensor system. The specification of the previous sensor system and the

concept of the new sensor system are explained below.

Figure 1 shows the appearance of the Lagrangian sensor particle that we developed in

the previous study. The built-in sensor system is composed of a 3-axis acceleration sen-

sor (Hitachi Metals, H34C), a 3-axis magnetometer (Aichi-MI, AMI302), a microcontroller

(Microchip, PIC16F877A), a wireless transmitter module and cells. The details of the char-

acteristics and operating conditions of the sensor system can be found in the previous article

[7]. The acceleration sensor, the magnetometer, and the microcontroller are deposited on

both sides of a circular substrate of diameter 16 mm. The sensor substrate and the wireless

transmitter module are placed into a spherical shell made from polystyrene. The outer di-

ameter of the shell is d = 29.8 mm. The analog signals obtained from the built-in sensors
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FIG. 1: Lagrangian sensor system (diameter d=29.8 mm)[7].

are converted into 10bit digital signals and are serialized by USART in the microcontroller.

The serialized signals are then sent to the receiving module connected to the PC wirelessly.

The set of six measured data (3-axis acceleration and 3-axis magnetic vectors) is obtained

every 31.25 milliseconds.

In general, a wireless data transmission is not so fast compared to other data-collection

systems such as a local storage system. However, it is easy to synchronize the measured

signals with other measurement data because it sends the signals in realtime. Therefore it is

suited for the measurement in combination with the measurement by other sensor systems

or the image acquisition by video cameras. For data transmission, we adopted a wireless

module with a radio-frequency of 315MHz. This is because we developed the Lagrangian

sensor system not only for gas–solid flows but also liquid–solid flows. It is well-known that

the absorption of electromagnetic wave in liquid is much more significant than that in air and

greatly depends on the frequency [24]. The wireless module we used is capable of sending

electromagnetic signals from a several tens of centimeter-sized water vessel to the outside

[7].

The acceleration sensor we used is of a 3-axis piezo-resistive type that detects both the

dynamic acceleration and the gravitational acceleration. In order to measure the force act-

ing on a particle, only the dynamic acceleration (force divided by mass) has to be detected.

However, it is difficult to get rid of the gravity and to measure only the dynamic acceler-

ation for an arbitrary particle attitude. In order to remove the gravitational acceleration

from the measured signals, we have used an external magnetic field oriented in the same
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FIG. 2: Concept of spontaneous measurement for vertical position and acceleration.

direction as gravity. Figure 2 illustrates the concept of our measurement system. The 3-

axis magnetometer can detect the direction of the magnetic field for any particle attitude.

The magnetometer outputs voltages proportional to the components of the magnetic vector

b̃ = (b̃x, b̃y, b̃z) in sensor-fixed coordinates (x, y, z). On the other hand, the acceleration sen-

sor outputs the voltages proportional to the vector sum of the dynamic and the gravitational

accelerations ã = (ãx, ãy, ãz) in the sensor-fixed coordinates. Using these two vectors, the

dynamic acceleration vector a is calculated by subtracting the gravity from the output of

the acceleration sensor as

a = ã− g
b̃

|b̃|
(1)

where g is the constant of gravitational acceleration (g = 9.81 m2/s). The acceleration

vector given by Eq.(1) can be obtained as the components in the sensor-fixed coordinates,

i.e., a = (ax, ay, az). By calculating the dot product of a with the unit vector in the

gravitational direction b̃/|b̃|, the vertical component aV is obtained as follows.

aV = a · b̃

|b̃|
− g (2)

As described in our article [7], the accuracy of vertical acceleration (vertical force) is less

influenced by the magnetic linearity (inclination of magnetic field) because the error of the

magnetic vector (inclined angle ∆θ) reveals the final acceleration output to be cos∆θ, which

is a slowly varying function around zero.
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FIG. 3: Relation between vertical position and magnetometer output (standard curve for position

measurement).

By the procedure described above, the vertical force acting on the object (Lagrangian

sensor) can be detected by removing the gravitational acceleration from the acceleration

output with the help of external magnetic field. However, it is found from Eq.(2) that only

the direction of the magnetic vector b̃/|b̃| is used and its magnitude |b̃| is discarded in the

procedure. Therefore we make use of this information to detect the vertical position of the

object. We use a gradient coil system (Maxwell coil) as a source of the external magnetic

field in the new experimental system (See Fig.7). The Maxwell coil consists of two identical

coils located with the same centerline. As is well-known, the Maxwell coil produces a linear

magnetic field with a uniform gradient at the centerline as follows.

B(z) =
µ0NIR2

(R2 + z2)3/2
(3)

where B is the magnetic field, I is the current, R is the coil radius, µ0 is the permeability

constant and N is the turn number of each coil. If the Maxwell coil is used in our Lagrangian

sensor system, we can detect the vertical position z from the magnitude of the magnetic

vector B(z), which was discarded in the previous measurement system.

Based on Eq.(3), we created a magnetic field using two coils with R = 400 mm and

N=176. The distance between the two coils is
√
3R=693 mm. The DC power supply is

used and the current is controlled by variable resistors. We use only the lower part of

the inner region of the coil system where the magnetic vector is directed downward. In

addition to the main coil system, a supplementary coil system is set horizontally to cancel
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the terrestrial magnetic field. The appearance of the coil system is shown later (Fig.6 and

Fig.7).

Figure 3 shows the relationship between the vertical position and the magnetometer

output obtained from a calibration experiment. We measured the vertical component of

the magnetic vector at five points in each cross-section, i.e., the central point and the four

adjacent points (±60 mm apart from the center). As can be seen in Fig.3, the magnitude

of the magnetic vector is almost constant in each cross-section and changes linearly with

height. From these results, the standard curve (solid line in Fig.3) which relates the vertical

position of the Lagrangian sensor particle to the magnetometer output is obtained.

The straightness of the magnetic vector almost holds in the inner region of the coil system.

The angle of the magnetic vector relative to the vertical line is within 3◦ along the center

line and within 10◦ in most points even at the outer points of 60 mm square. However,

the inclination of the magnetic vector shows a larger value (maximum 14.6◦) especially at

the edge of the measured region. As mentioned above, the error caused by the inclination

of the magnetic field affects the acceleration (force) measurement as a cosine of the angle.

For example, the inclination of 10◦ produces 1.6% error in the measurement of vertical force

because cos 10◦ = 0.984 [7]. From these considerations, the accuracy of the vertical force

measurement still holds even in the new system using the gradient magnetic field. However,

as described in the previous article [7], the measurement of horizontal force (acceleration)

by the present system has low accuracy. Therefore we measured only the vertical force and

vertical position of the object in this study.

III. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT

The accuracy of the force measurement using our Lagrangian system has already checked

in the previous article [7]. In order to check the applicability of the new Lagrangian sensor

system to the simultaneous measurement of the vertical position and force, the preliminary

experiment (the harmonic-vibration experiment) was performed. A spring (spring constant

k = 1.18 N/m) was put on the upper side of Lagrangian sensor and used to measure the

force (acceleration) and the position of the particle during vertical vibration. The mass of

the sensor particle was controlled using clay paste and lead pieces and was set to m = 0.03

kg.
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FIG. 5: Vertical position and upward force (acceleration) measured by Lagrangian sensor particle.

Figure 4 shows successive pictures of the harmonic-vibration experiment. The amplitude

of harmonic vibration is A =73.7 mm. The corresponding angular velocity and vibration

period are ω =
√

k/m = 6.27 rad/s and T = 2π/ω = 1.00s respectively. Figures 5 (a) and

(b) indicate the vertical position h and the normalized upward force F/mg (or normalized

vertical acceleration a/g) obtained from non-invasive measurement by the Lagrangian sensor.

The solid lines in the figures indicate the position A sinωt and the acceleration −Aω2 sinωt

obtained theoretically. The measured position and acceleration are in good agreement with

theory. Although all the possible errors are not evaluated by the vibration experiment, at

least, it can be said that the simultaneous measurement of the vertical position and the
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vertical force acting on the object can be achieved by the new Lagrangian sensor system.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP OF A GAS-SOLID FLUIDIZED BED

The new Lagrangian measurement system is applied to the floating–sinking motion of a

large object in a gas-solid fluidized bed. Figures 6 and 7 indicate the schematic diagram and

the picture of experimental apparatus, respectively. The experimental system is composed

of an air-inlet system (blower, valve, etc.), a rectangular vessel for the fluidized bed, a

Maxwell coil system, a Lagrangian sensor particle, a wireless data-receiving module and a

personal computer. The vessel for the fluidized bed has a 150 mm square cross-section. The

distributor installed at the bottom of the vessel has a multilayer structure made of SUS

mesh films, sponges, and filter clothes. The height of the coil system is adjusted so that the

lower coil is at the same height as the bottom of the fluidized region (h = 0 mm).

The fluidized particles are glass beads with diameter dp = 600 − 850µm and density

ρp = 2.5g/cm3. The inlet air velocity u0 is controlled with measuring the air mass flow

rate by a mass flow controller and it is set based on the minimum fluidization velocity umf

as u0/umf =1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0 and 7.0. In order to examine the floating-sinking

motion by the “hydrostatic effect”, the density of the Lagrangian sensor ρs is controlled.

As explained below, if the fluidization of particles is uniform, the mass of fluidized particles

must be supported by air and then the linear pressure profile like hydrostatic pressure is

generated in the bed. As a result, the “buoyancy force” is acting on the object immersed in

the fluidized bed. The mass of the Lagrangian sensor is adjusted by putting clay paste and

lead pieces inside. The density of the Lagrangian sensor is set as ρs = 0.9, 2.1 and 2.35g/cm3.

The center of the gravity of the sensor is not located at the center of the spherical capsule

precisely. However, we adjusted the mass distribution in the capsule to prevent the unnatural

motion of the Lagrangian sensor caused by the bias of the mass.

Before starting the air flow, we put fluidized particles (glass beads) in the experimental

vessel uniformly. The initial bed height is L =150 mm. Then the Lagrangian sensor particle

is put at the center of the bed surface. After checking that the signal is transmitted from the

sensor, the air supply is started. The motions of the fluidized particles and the Lagrangian

sensor are recorded by a digital video camera system synchronized with data acquisition of

the Lagrangian sensor output. The Lagrangian measurement is performed for 70 seconds.
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FIG. 6: Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus of gas-solid fluidized bed.

FIG. 7: Appearance of gas-solid fluidized bed and Maxwell coil system.

Hereafter we pick up the measured data from 30 to 60 seconds for discussion because the

fluidization reaches a fully steady state after 30 seconds of air supply.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 8 shows the flow pattern of gas–solid fluidized bed under various air-velocity con-

ditions. For low velocity (u0/umf=1.5-3.0), the flow pattern shows “bubbling-fluidization”,

i.e., the bed fluidizes almost uniformly and bubbles sometime rise up in the bed [25]. On

the other hand, the flow pattern becomes more complicated and changes to “turbulent
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(a) 1.5 (b) 2.0 (c) 3.0 (d) 4.0 (e) 5.0 (f) 6.0 (g) 7.0

FIG. 8: Flow pattern of gas-solid fluidized bed (values under each picture indicate u0/umf).

fluidization” with the increase of air velocity (u0/umf=4.0-7.0). It is also found that the

average bed height increases with increasing air velocity. The bed height with low air ve-

locity (u0/umf=1.5) does not change so much from the initial bed height, while it drastically

changes in case of high air velocity. If the fluidization is uniform and the bed height is

constant, the pressure gradient in the bed is expressed as follows.

∆p/L = ρag (4)

where ρa = ρp(1 − ϵ)(ϵ: void fraction) is the apparent particle density in fluidization. We

estimate the apparent density from the mass of particles and the initial bed height to be

about 1.5g/cm3 in this experimental condition. This value roughly indicates the float/sink

motion of a large object put in the fluidized bed. If the density of the object is smaller/larger

than the apparent density of fluidized particles, it basically floats/sinks in the bed due to

the “buoyancy force”.

Here we present the typical behaviors of the object (Lagrangian sensor particle) in the

gas–solid fluidized bed. Figure 9 indicates measured vertical position of the object in three

typical modes, (a) floating mode (ρs = 0.9g/cm3 and u0/umf=1.5), (b) sinking mode (ρs =

2.35g/cm3 and u0/umf=4.0) and (c) floating-sinking mode (ρs = 2.1g/cm3 and u0/umf=1.5).

As mentioned above, the apparent density of fluidized particles is ρa = 1.5g/cm3. Basically,

an object with a density lower than the apparent density will float in the fluidized bed. Fig.9

(a) indicates that the light object (ρs = 0.9g/cm3) rises up/falls down quasi-periodically

around a height h = 150 mm. As explained later, this means that the object always exists

at the free surface of the fluidized bed and moves with the surface flapping. On the other
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(b) sinking mode (ρs = 2.35g/cm3, u0/umf=4.0)
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(c) floating-sinking mode (ρs = 2.1g/cm3, u0/umf=1.5)

FIG. 9: Instantaneous vertical position of Lagrangian particle in gas-solid fluidized bed at steady

state (t=30-60 s).

hand, the heavy object (ρs = 2.35g/cm3) sinks in the bed and trembles near the bottom

(Fig.9b). These behaviors of light and heavy objects can be explained by hydrostatic effects

as mentioned above. However, the object with a density close to the apparent density of the

fluidized bed (ρs = 2.1g/cm3) shows strange motion, i.e., it keeps floating or sinking in turn

for the period of several tens of seconds (Fig.9c). These results indicate that the floating–

sinking motion of objects in gas-solid fluidized bed cannot be explained by hydrostatic effects

alone, i.e., it is not determined only by the object density as reported in the previous study

[8].
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FIG. 10: Vertical position and upward force acting on Lagrangian particle in gas-solid fluidized

bed in floating mode (ρs = 0.9g/cm3, u0/umf=1.5).

In order to examine the details of the object motion in the fluidized bed, we focus on

measurement results over a short period. Figure 10 indicates successive pictures of the

fluidized bed as well as measurement results for the position and upward force acting on

the object in the floating mode. The pictures in Fig.10 are selected from those in which

the position of the object (Lagrangian sensor particle) can be recognized from outside. The

measurement results of the position are in good agreement with the observation results. It

can be confirmed that our measurement system can detect changes in the vertical position

of the object for several tens of milliseconds.

In Fig.10, measurement results of the upward force are normalized by the gravity force.

The normalized force becomes unity if the upward force acting on the object is balanced with

the gravity force (stationary state or uniform motion). On the other hand, if no upward force

is acting on the object (free-falling state), the normalized force indicates zero. By comparison

with the vertical position and the upward force, the motion of the object in the fluidized bed

can be understood distinctly. If we put a light object in a fluidized bed with low air velocity,

the object floats at the free surface of the bed by the hydrostatic effect. As shown in Fig.8,

the flow pattern of the fluidized bed with air velocity u0/umf=1.5 is a “bubbling-fluidized”
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state and isolated bubbles rise up intermittently. From the observation of the fluidized state,

the frequency of a bubble generation in the fluidized bed is roughly estimated as 2 Hz. It

is found from Fig.10 that the object moves vertically in synchronization with the bubble

motion obviously. The upward force acting on the object also varies periodically and it

shows a “γ”-shaped change. In our previous study [13], the floating motion of the object is

characterized by three stages. In the first stage, the bed expands due to a rising bubble and

the floating object moves upward with the motion of the free surface. At this moment, the

upward force acting on the object is almost zero because the object motion is slow (the first

flat of “γ”). In the next stage, the rising bubble reaches the free surface and it collapses.

The object falls into a crater by the gravity and in consequence the upward force rapidly

approaches zero (the successive slope of “γ”). Finally, the object collides with the bottom

of the crater and an impulsive upward force is exerted on it (the vertical part of “γ”).

The upward force acting on the object is obviously the combination of the contact force

with fluidized particles and the fluid force in this case. In our previous study, the contribution

of the contact and fluid forces acting on the object in the fluidized bed was examined

by discrete particle simulation [13, 26]. The simulation results indicated that the fluid

force is much more significant than the contact force except for the final impulsive stage.

Surprisingly, the object is supported not by surrounding particles but by air in most of the

floating motion period. Therefore, the object does not float in the surrounding particles,

but the object and the surrounding particles do float together in air, even in the floating

mode shown in Fig.10.

Next we discuss the motion of a heavy object in the fluidized bed. Figure 11 shows the

vertical position of the heavy object and the upward force acting on it (ρs = 2.35g/cm3)

when it is placed in the fluidized bed with moderate air velocity (u0/umf=4.0). The flow

pattern of the fluidized bed is a “bubbling–turbulent” state in which many small bubbles rise

up in the bed irregularly. As shown in the figure, the object sinks into the bottom of the bed

immediately. The object motion can be basically explained in that, since the density of the

object is larger than the apparent density of fluidized particles, the gravity force exceeds the

“buoyancy force” in the bed and consequently the object remains at the bottom. However,

the measured upward force fluctuates around unity and sometimes a large upward force is

exerted on the object. In the fluidized bed with moderate air velocity, many small bubbles

are observed to generate constantly from the distributor. As a result, a thin void layer is
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FIG. 11: Vertical position and upward force acting on Lagrangian particle in gas-solid fluidized

bed in sinking mode (ρs = 2.35g/cm3, u0/umf=4.0).

formed near the bottom of the bed. The fluctuation of the position and the force shown

in Fig.11 indicate that the object is trapped in the void layer and struggles to escape from

there. These facts suggest the existence of another lifting mechanism in addition to the

buoyancy effect in the gas–solid fluidized bed.

The motion of the object with moderate density is also interesting. Figure 12 indicates

the vertical position and upward force acting on the object with a density of ρs = 2.1g/cm3

in the fluidized bed with small air velocity (u0/umf=1.5). The flow pattern of the fluidized

bed is a “bubbling” state, i.e., the fluidization is almost uniform and a large bubble rises

up intermittently. Since the density of the object is larger than the apparent density of

the fluidized particles, it should basically sink into the bottom of the bed. It is found from

Fig.12 that the object go up and down in the middle of the bed repeatedly. However, it

should be noted that the results shown here is a part of the long-time behavior shown in

Fig.9(c). Under this condition, the object remains at the bottom or floats in the bed by

turns. In other words, the object is sometimes trapped in the void layer at the bottom of

the bed and it occasionally succeeds in escaping from there. During the floating period,

the object exerts a “γ”-shaped periodic force synchronized with up/down motion (Fig.12).
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FIG. 12: Vertical position and upward force acting on Lagrangian particle in gas-solid fluidized

bed in floating-sinking mode (ρs = 2.1g/cm3, u0/umf=1.5).

This suggests that the object always interact with rising bubbles even when floating in the

fluidized bed.

To summarize, the floating–sinking motion of a large object in a gas–solid fluidized bed

can be basically explained by the buoyancy effect, which results from “hydrostatic pressure”

formed in the bed. Meanwhile, there is another floating/sinking mechanism arising from

inhomogeneous and unsteady fluidization such as bubbles and void layers in the bed.

Figure 13 shows the probability density of the vertical position under various conditions

of object density and air velocity. The probability density of each condition is calculated

from the measurement data of vertical position for 30 seconds. As shown in the figure, the

profiles of the probability density are clearly classified into three patterns. i.e., the broad

profile throughout the bed, the sharp profile at the bottom of the bed and the superposition

of these profiles. From these profiles, we can separate the object motion in the fluidized

bed into three modes as floating (F), sinking (S), and floating–sinking (FS) intuitively. The

floating mode can be seen in cases of small object density (ρs = 0.9g/cm3), regardless of air

velocity. In this mode, the object follows the motion of the free surface of the fluidized bed

which flaps around the height h = 150 mm. This is consistent with hydrostatic concept,
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FIG. 13: probability density of vertical position under various conditions of object density and air

velocity for 30 seconds.

i.e., that the object floats if its density is smaller than the apparent density of the fluidized

bed (ρa = 1.5g/cm3). It can also be found from the results for the floating mode that the

probability density distribution is broaden with the increase of air velocity. This is because

the flow pattern of the fluidized bed with high air velocity changes into a turbulent state

and the free surface moves violently.

The sinking mode can be found in most cases of heavy objects (ρs = 2.1g/cm3 and

2.35g/cm3). In this mode, the object sinks in the fluidized bed due to the density difference

and is the trapped in the void layer, which is a dilute region of fluidized particles. From

Fig.13, it can be seen that the object is located in a certain range at the bottom of the bed.

This region corresponds to the void layer and grows wider with higher air velocity.

It is interesting to note that the floating–sinking mode can be seen in the motion of

the object with moderate density under the conditions of both small and large air velocity.

In this mode, the object is trapped in the void layer for a certain period and occasionally

floats into the upper fluidized region. As mentioned above, local inhomogeneity of the

fluidization of particles may affect the motion of the object in the fluidized bed. Therefore,

the floating–sinking behavior of the object is determined not only by its density but also by
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local fluidization state in the fluidized bed.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A Lagrangian measurement technique for the position and the acceleration (force) of a

solid object has been developed. The measurement system, which is composed of a wireless

sensor system and a Maxwell coil system, can detect both the vertical position and the

vertical force acting on the object non-invasively. The developed system was applied to the

floating–sinking motion of a large object in a gas–solid fluidized bed which is invisible from

outside. The measured results showed that the motion of a large object is influenced not

only by the hydrostatic effect (buoyancy effect) of gas–solid fluidized bed but also by local

variance of the fluidization state of particles.

The measurement system proposed in this study has some advantages compared to exist-

ing systems. Our system can measure the vertical position and acceleration simultaneously.

Therefore it is possible to calculate the velocity with high accuracy from both measurement

data by avoiding differential and integral errors. Also it can measure the motion of an object

in water, as shown in the previous study[7]. The largest advantage of our system is the cost.

We manufactured the system for only a few thousand US dollars, which is obviously cheaper

than other position detecting systems based on non-invasive imaging techniques.
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